In this book you will find handwritten notes of President Kennedy from February 16, 1961 through and including April 3, 1961.

[Signature]

Evelyn Lincoln
February 16, 1961

Handwritten notes of President Kennedy prior to briefing at the Atomic Energy Commission starting at 9:33 a.m.
1. How close do you come to
   missile to shoot down
   missile

   Depends on kill radius
   What extent does
   nuclear explosion
   interfere with radar

2. Hardened missile
   What does enemy have
   to do to destroy site
   mechanical and electrical effects

   If war heads lighter
   damage lighter

   lighter war heads
   are valuable

   Possibly USSR
   can dominate
   space - interference
   with radar

   should use limited control
   weapons - could provide
   protection Far East
weight - factor 2
Can decrease cost and
weight of missile
if you have decreased
war head

Certain measures you
can take if you can
build a light missile
Put in truck or slow
plane
From the Desk of J O H N  F. K E N N E D Y

Dear [Name]

In light of the recent events, I wanted to reach out to you personally to express my deepest concern and sympathy.

I understand that the situation has been traumatic for all involved, and I want you to know that you are not alone. Your community and I are here to support you in any way possible.

Please do not hesitate to reach out to me or any member of our staff if you need assistance.

Sincerely,

J O H N  F. K E N N E D Y
weight of can demane contains with 2 amount
I am clear from here.

Just means you can to be if you can build a larger because
Put in March 2382
place